The ELHML42 has a wealth of high-tech features. An advanced Azoteq IQ Switch® adjusts brightness to your desired level. Pulse width modulation maximizes battery life, allowing 24 hours of runtime on a low light setting. The shatterproof lens is coated with S500 Poly(organo) siloxane for superior hardness and weathering resistance.

In addition the light boasts convenience features like a sturdy belt clip, a comfortable hand grip and an automatic 30-minute shutoff. The pushbutton tail-switch regulates brightness with the touch of a finger. Powered by light weight, long-lasting lithium batteries, the ELHML42 is your lighting choice when only the best will do.

**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Energizer
- **Model:** ELHML42
- **Color:** Gray
- **Power Source:** Four "AAA"
- **ANSI/ NEDA:** 24-LF Series
- **Lamp:** One Cree® XRE LED
- **Lamp Life:** Lifetime
- **Lamp Output:** 90 Lumens
- **Typical Weight:** 190 grams (6.7 oz.) with Energizer e2 lithium batteries
- **Dimensions (in.):** 4.76 x 1.57

**Performance:**

**Run Time**
- Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (70°F)

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.

Contents herein do not constitute a warranty
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